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TECHNOLOGIES EMPOWER US BUT NO TIME TO THINK  
THREATS TO MORALITY & ETHICS
NEED FILTERING SKLLS
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GLOBAL VIEW / SA SOCIAL SERVICERESEARCHThe ARTS
FUNDAMENTALS NECESSARY & CRITICAL 
ENHANCEMENTS
WHERE UNIVERSITIES CAN 
PROVIDE THE MOST VALUE
Broadly Applicable ???
Different realities for different universities
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EXAMPLES
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UTEC CURRICULAR EMPHASIS
• Learning how to learn









• Projects throughout: SDG from 
semester-1, yearly projects, 4th 
year out, to  capstone year 5.
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SELECT UTEC EMPHASIS
• Learning how to learn






• Enhancing  culture of 
critical inquiry & debate
• Interdisciplinary
• Global perspective
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SELECT EXAMPLES
(informed by research)
• 10-30 hrs HW per class
• Freshman Seminar,  
Ethics/Philosophical thinking
ES26/96/100 etc.
• New Masters Initiatives
SELECT HARVARD EMPHASIS
• Independent Learning
• Enhancing  culture of 
critical inquiry & debate
• Interdisciplinary
• Global perspective
… working towards similar learning outcomes 
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UTEC
• Projects throughout: SDG 
from semester-1, yearly 
projects, 4th year out, to  
capstone year 5.
• “The World of the Future”




• Highlights on new Masters 
programs
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE       INTERDISCIPLINARITY       FACULTY RESEARCH            CRITICAL INQUIRY         SOCIAL  GOOD
Harvard Undergraduate Research
Part of the Culture
BY NO MEANS A COMPLETE LIST 
•Faculty Labs:  term research for course credit / thesis etc.
•Winter/summer intense programs (school/center sponsored)
•URAF = Undergraduate Research & Fellowships Office
• Connecting students and faculty in a meaningful way
• Summer research village: intellectual • multidisciplinary • social • residential
• https://uraf.harvard.edu/
•Many students will go overseas or to companies 
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• Connecting Students & Faculty in meaningful way
• Identifies and promotes formative and substantive research opportunities and 
experiences for undergraduate
• Administers the 11 key prominent institutional research programs; including 
other programs, ~35 in total
• Centralizing the Harvard Mission
• Central source of expertise for students, research centers, Harvard Houses etc.
• Managements of HC financial resources (endowed, grant, unrestricted)
• Connecting research to broad liberal arts mission
• Additional Charge
• Coordinates applications to and endorsements for prestigious national awards 
(Rhodes, Marshall, Fulbright, Marshall, etc.)
• Administer Harvard endowed program-funded opportunities for postgraduate 
study, travel, and public service
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HARVARD COLLEGE HARVARD FAS  & SEAS
URAF: UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH & FELLOWSHIPS
Bullet Points courtesy of Greg Llacer 16
Director: Greg Llacer
JC Lee – Peru Global 17
Key Summer Residential Fellowships
– Science / Engineering – Biotechnology – Global Health – Social Sciences –
– Community Engagement – Business/Economics & Related –
https://uraf.harvard.edu/summer-residential-research-programs
HIGHLY COMPETITVE – STUDENTS RESIDE IN RESEARCH VILLAGE
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In addition to working in faculty labs …
• Students reside in Research Village with other fellowship students
• intellectual • multidisciplinary • social • residential
• Distinguished speaker series
• Pre-professional programming
• Research integrity training
• Science writing
• CV preparation
• Presentation Preparation 
• Base subsistence ($1750/10 wks) with those on financial aid paid a 
summer savings obligation towards fall tuition
• Free lodging and weekday meals
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HARVARD COLLEGE HARVARD FAS  & SEAS
PRISE:  Program for Research in Science & Engineering
Bullet Points courtesy of Greg Llacer 18
PRISE Program Highlights



















New program (launch date)
Program under development
LEGEND
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Motivations for New Harvard Degrees
BUILD ON COLLECTIVE STRENGTHS OF HARVARD SCHOOLS TO 
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR TRENDS IN 21ST C WORLD REALITY
HUMAN CENTERED PROBLEMS  
DATA SCIENCE AND AI
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(I) MASTERS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING
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DESIGNING FOR SOCIETY
2016:  FOOD
culture, business, waste, nutrition, 
politics, policies, agriculture etc.
2017: TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE ELDERLY
healthcare, jobs, loneliness, social 
media, navigating increasingly 
technological world etc.
2018:  MOBILITY
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS STUDENTS TACKLE
• What would it take to convert the U.S. transportation system from its 
almost total reliance on gasoline to more stable, economical, and 
environmentally friendly alternatives?
• What steps can cities take to adapt to rising sea levels and other 
climate change-induced environmental impacts with minimal 
disruption to society?
• How can homes be designed to consume zero net energy by 
minimizing year-round heat transfer and incorporating on-site 
generation of energy?
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(II) HARVARD DATA SCIENCE INITIATIVES
MOTIVATED BY 21ST CENTURY REALITY 
• Unlimited computational 
resources 
• Pervasive & increasingly faster 
computational thinking
• Everything is recorded
• Geographical boundaries are 
disappearing 
• Towards true AI
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CO-CREATING WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
• Unlimited computational 
resources 
• Pervasive & increasingly faster 
computational thinking
• Everything is recorded
• Geographical boundaries are 
disappearing 
• Towards true AI
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MAN MACHINE
MAN VS MACHINE
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DATA ANALYTICS INFORM DECISIONS
Student Outcomes
Learn and conduct innovative research to 
solve real world problems through:
• Mathematical models, 
• Machine learning, 
• Algorithms, 
• Systems innovations and statistical tools, 
• Management and analysis of massive data 
sets, and 
• Data acquisition. 
• Address security, ethical and societal issues 
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HARVARD DATA SCIENCE M.S. INITIATIVES
• ENGINEERING FOCUSED 
• MS & ME in Computational Science & Engineering
• ( Undergraduate Secondary Field in Computation Science & Engineering )
• FOCUSED ACROSS FIELDS:  SEAS + STATISTICS
• MS in Data Science:  SEAS + Statistics
• Broadly driven by faculty research across Harvard schools (e.g. Public Health etc.)
• FOR BUSINESS ORIENTED FOLKS:   SEAS + HBS
• MS/MBA:  (digital)  lean start-ups   (BA/BS in STEM field required) 
• Analytics Certificate Program for Business Leaders 
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MY SUMMARY OF TEACHING FOR 21ST C. NEEDS
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METRIC FOR EVALUATING TEACHING ACHIEVEMENT
Figure Courtesy of Ruth Graham
www.teachingframework.com
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Career Framework for Advancing University Teaching
www.teachingframework.com
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                                    Dr. Ruth Graham: Lead, 15 Partner Universities
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